KLOPP equipment has been manufactured in the U.S. since 1931

Here are the specs for KLOPP Coin Sorters and Counter / Wrapper / Baggers / Grimpers.

**KLOPP Coin Sorters**
- Sort 1,000 mixed coins per minute. (Models SE and SM)
- Count and wrap $1000 in quarters in 20 minutes. (Models CE, CM, CECR and KK)
- Bag 1800 coins per minute. (Models CE, CM, CECR, CMB / CEB and KK)
- Provide 100% accuracy, 100% of the time
- Does not reject slugs or differentiate between coins or tokens of the same diameter

**Counters**
- KLOPP Coin Sorters can be customized to separate many combinations of mixed coins.
- Sort 1,000 mixed coins per minute. (Models SE and SM)
- Up to 4 coins may be separated into individual bins. Specify which coins to be sorted when placing order.
- Foreign coin sorters available upon request.
- Sorters DO NOT count.

**Counters**
- KLOPP Counters will process all US Coins ($1, .25, .10, .05, .01) and 5 token sizes (1", .984, .900, .882, .800). Larger tokens may be processed upon request.
- All models can be factory adjusted for foreign coins and tokens.
- Count and wrap $1000 in quarters in 20 minutes. Bag 1800 coins per minute. (Models CE, CM, CECR and KK)
- Fill a bank wrapper in four seconds and automatically stop when it's full. (Models CE, CM, CECR and KK)
- Foreign counters (CE, CM, CECR, CMB / CEB and KK) include your choice of wrapping/bagging tubes.

Choose from:
- 25-cent, 10-cent and 5-cent wrapping tubes
- 25-cent wrapping tube and All-Purpose bagging tube

KLOPP has been a U.S. manufacturer of high quality, economically priced coin handling equipment since 1931. Our superb reputation for accuracy, rugged dependability and almost no service has been justifiably earned through the test of time.

U.S. Made + 1 Year Factory Warranty on Parts & Labor = Long Life, Minimal Service and Assured Reliability.
- One-year factory warranty on both parts and labor
- Factory parts, service, and rebuilding available

Model CM Specifications
- Processes: 1,200 quarters per minute and can fill a bag wrapper in 4 seconds. Coin tray holds approximately 3,000 coins.
- Weight: 22 lbs. / shipping weight 27 lbs.
- Motor: 1/30 hp, 115 volt, 60 cycle. (220V optional)
- Denominations: Counts, wraps or bags U.S. $, 25¢, 10¢, 5¢, 1¢ + .800, .882, .900, .984 + tokens. Also, other coins or tokens up thru 35.5 mm (1.25") in diameter and 2 mm (.080") in thickness on request.
- Processes: Counts and bags (1) type of coin. (Customers Specify)
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**Model CE**

**Electric Counter / Wrapper / Bagger**
Counts, wraps or bags dollars, quarters, nickels, dimes, pennies and tokens one denomination at a time. It's portable. It does not sort.

Pour a large quantity of the same denomination of coins into the tray. Set the controls and insert a bank wrapper in the wrapping tube. Turn "ON". In four seconds the wrapper is filled with proper number of coins and the coin flow stops. Repeat this process until all coins are counted and wrapped. The CE will also count and bag coins instead of wrapping with an optional bag tube. The resettable meter will tell you the number of coins that have been counted into the bag.

**Model KK**

**Klopp Konvertible**
Combination Electric and Manual Portable Counter / Wrapper / Bagger
Easy to convert if the electric power goes off or if none is available. You can switch from electric to manual (hand crank) operation in seconds. Simply remove the hand crank from its storage location, insert it in the side of the counter housing and you’re ready to count. The hand crank is super easy to turn because KLOPP’s exclusive Pfraylea Bearing design eliminates all motor and motor belt drag when operating manually. KLOPP’s positive lock-out system prevents electric coin counting operation while the hand crank is inserted in the counter. Has the same features as the Model CE.

**Model CECR**

**Electric Counter / Wrapper / Bagger and Crimper**
Counts, wraps or bags US Coins and tokens one denomination at a time. It's portable. A crimping mechanism on the side of the machine allows the operator to apply a professionally crimped seal to the open end of a flat or precrimped coin wrapper.

**Model SE**

**Electric Sorter**
Sorts quarters, nickels, dimes and pennies, one denomination from the other (Dollars and tokens optional). It does not count.

Pour a large quantity of mixed coins into the tray. Turn "ON" the SE. Feed mixed coins from the tray into the hopper. They will be rapidly separated into the individual removable coin boxes.

**Model CM**

**Manual Counter / Wrapper / Bagger**
Has the same features as the Model CE, but it is hand operated with an easy-to-turn balanced crank. It does not sort.

The PORTABLE CM is ideal for routes or when a limited budget is a consideration. The CM weighs ONLY 14 LBS. While the PORTABLE CE and KK weigh 22 lbs. All three have a balanced carrying handle for easy movement. The CM is also recommended for counting WET COINS/TOKENS from car washes.

**Model CMB & CEB**

**Manual -or- Electric Counter / Bagger**
Has the same construction as the Models CM and CE, but it counts and bags. One coin only. You specify what coin to bag. It does not wrap. Machines include all-purpose bagging tube for bagging coins.

**Model CR**

**Electric Crimper for Bank Wrappers**
For use with flat or precrimped wrappers. It crimps the open ends, creating a tamper-proof rolled edge so coins cannot be removed without evidence of wrapper theft. Crimping head storage rack is included with CR4 and is optional on the CR1.

**Model SM**

**Manual Sorter**
Has the same basic features as the Model SE, but it is operated with an easy-to-turn balanced crank.

Since it is not equipped with a tray, mixed coins can be poured directly into the hopper. The SM will sort wet coins/tokens from car washes. It does not count.
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*NOTE: Factory adjustments would be needed on all of models for counting the large 1 1/8" tokens.

RETURNS: All returns must be factory authorized. Restocking charges applicable.